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DECUPLE
Some Digital Assets Add to 
Your Life



DECUPLE
Decuple is a comprehensive blockchain ecosystem designed to
deliver lifelong wealth and empowerment to its users through 10
interconnected businesses.

Decuple is a groundbreaking project by Lenzolab*, designed to create a harmonious blend of virtual

and physical concepts, offering financial benefits for everyone worldwide. Rooted in blockchain

technology, Decuple integrates utility NFTs to enhance its ecosystem.

Decuple encompasses 10 distinct enterprises, a cryptocurrency (DCP), and various NFT collections

within its subprojects. It serves the needs of individuals, brands, manufacturers, and corporations

globally, providing access to more affordable financial services and universal welfare.

By integrating digital and real-life domains, Decuple spans a diverse range of activities, including but

not limited to investing, buying and selling, travel and tourism, international medical treatment

services, entertainment, art, games, education, social media, the metaverse, e-commerce, retail,

wholesale, branding, DAOs, and user-governed virtual worlds.

We offer our customers lower prices, convenient access to services, fair wealth distribution, financial

growth opportunities, comprehensive benefits, and business advisory services. Customers can earn

money by selling products, services, and NFT rights, as well as engage in travel, book hotels and

restaurants, seek medical treatment abroad, run businesses, and more. All these activities are

facilitated through our NFT collections.

*Lenzolab: is an international technical lab specializing in blockchain technology, based in the UAE.
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The emergence of cryptocurrencies marks one of the most 

significant developments in the history of money and finance. These 

digital assets utilize blockchain and cryptography to secure 

immutable transactions and control the creation of new units. While 

cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum are commonly known as 

mediums of exchange or stores of value, their applications extend 

far beyond. Cryptocurrencies can also represent assets such as 

digital art, music, games, and collectibles, through non-fungible 

tokens (NFTs). NFTs are unique and indivisible tokens that can be 

verified and traded on blockchain platforms, unlocking new 

possibilities for creativity, ownership, and monetization in the digital 

realm.

PREFACE
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NFTs operate using smart contracts, which are self-

executing programs on the blockchain that define the 

rules and conditions for creating and transferring tokens. 

When an NFT is created, it is assigned a unique identifier 

and metadata that describe its attributes and 

characteristics. The NFT is then minted (issued) on the 

blockchain, creating a permanent record of its ownership 

and provenance. The owner of the NFT can sell, trade, or 

transfer the token to another person, or store it in a 

digital wallet for a certain period. Each transaction is 

verified and recorded on the blockchain, ensuring the 

ownership and authenticity of the NFT are maintained.

PREFACE
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NFTs EXTRAORDINARY RISE AND FALL

Over the years, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) have become a significant 

part of the cryptocurrency ecosystem, distinct from fungible tokens like 

BTC and ETH in their characteristics and functionalities. NFTs 

experienced a massive surge in price and value, increasing by 

thousands of percent and reaching tens of millions of dollars for some 

collections. It is estimated that the NFT market size reached $2 billion in 

2021. However, this steep price explosion did not last long, primarily due 

to a significant underlying issue.

Despite the popularity of NFTs, commonly in the form of graphical art 

pieces and decorative digital images, they often lacked practical 

benefits for their owners. Many were created by companies or groups 

of artists and developers with the intent of being bought and sold for 

profit, rather than for their inherent value and usability. As a result, 

thousands of people now hold NFTs that are virtually worthless, with no 

actual buyers in sight. This lack of practicality has led to the emergence 

of a new concept known as Utility NFTs.
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WHAT IS UTILITY NFT?

Utility NFTs are a type of digital asset that goes beyond

aesthetic purposes, offering a range of real-world benefits

and services to their owners. These NFTs provide

extraordinary advantages such as access to exclusive

facilities, memberships, opportunities to buy and sell digital

or physical goods, and participation in real-life events,

among others. This asset category enhances the value of

NFTs and their marketplace, not just for their uniqueness

and scarcity, which is a common feature of all NFTs, but also

for their direct applications in various industries. By

integrating practical uses, Utility NFTs bring tangible value

to their holders and drive innovation in the NFT space.
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TODAY'S NFT MARKET STRUGGLES

The NFT world is bustling with numerous projects, ranging from large to small,

involving millions of owners and users, and raising billions of dollars, thus fuelling

the industry's economy. Pioneering and successful projects have significantly

enhanced various aspects of digital life. However, NFT enthusiasts remain

unsatisfied with the market's current offerings. This unmet demand has

contributed to a decline of billions of dollars in the NFT market. Recognizing that

this is just the beginning of the NFT era, enthusiasts continue to seek more from

the market to address other facets of their real lives.

Some of the challenges that project developers need to consider more to

accelerate the progression of the NFT industry are as follows:

Absence of practical applications

Inconsistent valuation mechanisms

Underwhelming liquidity

Faulty monetization processes

Inadequate NFT promotion

Restricted interoperability among ecosystems
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ABSENCE OF PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Except for NFTs designed for specific applications like video games, many NFTs

are generated randomly by algorithms or AI solely for decorative purposes.

Consequently, there's a scarcity of projects that bridge digital assets with real-

life utility, aiming to enhance life quality and the intrinsic value of NFTs.

INADEQUATE NFT PROMOTION
It's uncommon to encounter an NFT asset capable of evolving into a higher-

quality version with broader use cases, especially for integration into top-tier

projects. Presently, most NFTs maintain a static level of application and traits,

lacking the ability to elevate or adapt for use across various platforms.

UNDERWHELMING LIQUIDITY
The NFT marketplaces are inundated with an influx of newly added projects,

creating liquidity for buying but illiquidity for selling. While purchasing NFTs can

occur swiftly, offloading them when needed poses significant challenges.

Consequently, the market exhibits relative illiquidity, even among projects with

higher market capitalization. This liquidity imbalance underscores a pressing

issue within the NFT ecosystem, affecting both buyers and sellers alike.

INCONSISTENT VALUATION MECHANISMS
The absence of a dependable valuation system for NFTs poses a considerable

drawback in today's volatile and unregulated market. Without standardized

methods, challenges such as uncertainty in pricing, a dearth of comparable

data, irrational market fluctuations, and limited transparency persist,

hindering the market's stability and growth.

FAULTY MONETIZATION PROCESSES

NFT owners face challenges with an insufficient monetization process that

leaves them vulnerable to harm or exploitation when purchasing and holding

NFTs. Buyers may not receive due recognition or compensation for their work,

lacking exclusive rights to control their assets for profit beyond mere sales.

RESTRICTED ECOSYSTEM INTEROPERABILITY

NFT collections and packages are often confined within their respective

systems, unable to operate outside or collaborate with partner projects. This

limitation restrains their price, liquidity, and intrinsic value, hampering their

potential growth and utility in the broader market.
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OUR VIEWPOINT

When NFT creators and developers acknowledge the potential

drawbacks, concerns, and limitations of their products and

marketplaces, they can use them as a roadmap to address current issues.

This approach can improve the quality, efficacy, and functionality of

their NFTs and platforms, adding more value, usability, and significance

for their audiences. It contributes to the advancement, expansion, and

durability of the NFT industry and ecosystem.

The Decuple ecosystem recognizes and addresses NFT problems as both

a delicate challenge and an opportunity to enhance the responsibility of

creators and developers for the entire NFT industry. Here are some

suggested ways to tackle the market's stated problems:

Delivering tangible utility

Developing robust liquidity infrastructure

Setting industry-wide valuation standards

Creating effective monetization mechanisms

Evolving NFTs with innovative styles

Improving interoperability for seamless integration
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DELIVERING TANGIBLE UTILITY

Expanding the range of applications for NFTs could significantly enhance their value and

utility for both users and projects. For example, NFTs could serve multiple purposes across

various sectors such as gaming, social media, education, entertainment, and e-

commerce within a primary platform and its associated subprojects. This approach

ensures a more widespread distribution and utilization of NFTs, maximizing their

potential.

Furthermore, incentivizing owners to circulate their NFTs across interconnected projects

can be beneficial. This can be achieved by offering rewards, royalties, dividends, or

governance rights to NFT owners within a cohesive network of related projects.

DEVELOPING ROBUST LIQUIDITY 
INFRASTRUCTURE

To enhance the liquidity and accessibility of NFTs, platforms and creators can leverage

interoperability and compatibility features across diverse blockchain networks,

protocols, and standards. This entails utilizing bridges, wrappers, and other cross-chain

solutions to seamlessly transfer NFTs between different operating systems. By doing so,

more platforms and projects can adopt a specific NFT collection for its utility, thereby

driving up demand for that particular NFT package.

Additionally, decentralized exchanges, aggregators, or marketplaces can facilitate the

discovery and trading of NFTs. These perspectives collectively contribute to increasing

the accessibility of NFTs, making them more readily available to a broader audience and

reducing barriers to entry and exit from the market.

SETTING INDUSTRY-WIDE VALUATION 
STANDARDS

NFT platforms and creators ought to establish clear guidelines and

exemplary procedures to ensure the validation of NFTs for authenticity,

origin, and quality. This initiative would foster greater trust and enhance the

valuation system. Key solutions to consider include: data aggregation and

analysis, blockchain-based verification and provenance, integration of AI

and machine learning, and initiatives focused on education and awareness.

CREATING EFFECTIVE MONETIZATION 
MECHANISMS

NFT holders could find themselves pleasantly surprised when presented with

alternative avenues to monetize their NFTs beyond mere sales. Concepts

such as NFT staking and lending offer avenues for earning rewards or

generating passive income. Moreover, it's conceivable that NFT project

creators might distribute a portion of their profits among all stakeholders.

Such initiatives could unlock a plethora of lucrative opportunities for NFT

enthusiasts.
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EVOLVING NFTS WITH INNOVATIVE 
STYLES
Imagine an inclusive ecosystem of blockchain and Web 3.0 where

you could elevate your standard NFT to an extraordinary version,

unlocking a universe of new possibilities and functionalities in both

the digital and real worlds. This vision has long been a central focus

for the Decuple team, entangled in their ambitions for innovation

and empowerment.

IMPROVING INTEROPERABILITY FOR 
SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Enhancing user experience and safeguarding the price, liquidity, and value of NFTs

requires the development of a cohesive ecosystem of platforms that seamlessly

integrate NFT collections in various capacities. This entails creating a suite of platforms

with harmonized standards and components such as graphical user interfaces (GUIs),

Web3 browsers, metadata standards, and mobile applications. These platforms would

streamline the process of creating, purchasing, or transferring NFTs across diverse

operating systems, ensuring a smooth and efficient user experience.

Overall, NFTs encounter various hurdles and constraints that impede their progress,

adoption, and impact. As a result, NFT creators and platforms must implement a range

of measures and strategies to tackle these challenges and garner widespread

acceptance. Through these efforts, they can nurture innovation, growth, and

sustainability within the NFT industry and ecosystem.
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WHAT IS DECUPLE?
Decuple is at the forefront of NFT innovation, delivering a range of valuable services to its users with the

potential to bring significant changes to the NFT market and real-life experiences.

Decuple is an all-embracing massive project of Lenzolab. that connects the physical world and the digital

realm uniquely. At its DNA, Decuple envisions the NFT universe as an odyssey where the lines between

cryptocurrency, blockchain, the virtual world and perceptible experiences of real life fuse together. Its

goal is to create a harmonious blend of virtual and physical concepts and financial benefits. Decuple is

rooted in blockchain technology, with a soul attached to utility NFTs. Decuple is a mixture of Web 2.0 and

Web 3.0 on the internet.

The innate essence of Decuple involves 10 distinct enterprises, meticulously crafted through research and

development, to combine the dynamic demands of blockchain, cryptocurrency and real-world

experiences with numerous well-being services. We at Decuple mainly provide several NFT collections as

an array of resources and benefits within ten subset projects. Hence, we cater for the requirements of

individuals, brands, manufacturers, and corporations to reach their financial goals and welfare.

Decuple mixes domains of digital and real life. They include but are not limited to investing, buying and

selling, travelling and tourism, medical treatment services abroad, entertainment, art, games, education,

social media, metaverse, e-commerce, retailing, wholesaling, branding, DAO, democratic virtual world to

be governed by users and businesses, etc.

We provide our customers with lower prices, the convenience of acquiring services, fair wealth

distribution, financial growth opportunities, comprehensive benefits, advisory in their businesses, etc. Our

customers can make money and sell their products, services, and NFT rights. They can travel, book hotels

and restaurants, seek medical treatment abroad, run a business, and more. All these activities are possible

with the help of our NFT collections.
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DECUPLE COMPONENTS

Decuple goes beyond the boundaries of traditional NFT projects or marketplaces. We offer an expansive range of functionalities tailored to the 

diverse needs of our communities. Whether you're an artist, collector, developer, or investor, Decuple provides versatile tools and services.

Decuple is a multi-chain project comprising ten businesses, each with distinctive features and advantages for its users in different industries. 

Until now, six projects are under development, progressing step by step according to their respective roadmaps. These enterprises specialize in 

one sector, as follows:
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FAXEN
An interoperable cryptocurrency exchange

for streamlining all financial and value

exchanges for our members through the

Decuple ecosystem. It also provides services

to all traders, investors and crypto

enthusiasts worldwide.

CAMPIFO
A booking platform in the travel & tourism

industry for all travellers and tourists who

want to book a flight, accommodation,

restaurant and rent cars, motels, etc.,

around the globe.

MEDURISM
A medical tourism & healthcare platform for

all patients who want to travel abroad for

affordable treatment and surgery.

BRANDSTAKING
A worldwide online shop for retailers and

wholesalers with tens of services like

branding consultation, social media

advertisements, logistics, etc.

OPOUS
A Web 3.0 launchpad connecting investors

with crypto businesses to gain profit and

raise capital for crypto projects in the form

of (Initial Dex Offering) IDO.

VIRTUENCE
A virtual democratic world for all the above

projects comprising video games,

metaverse, virtual reality, etc. It connects

everyday real life and virtual life.

Four other subset projects are still undisclosed.
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Decuple provides a variety of services to individuals, brands, companies, investors,

manufacturers, and so on. You can find almost everything in these projects: art, music, video

games, education, entertainment, e-commerce, social media, metaverse, DAO, etc.

What connects all these projects and gives them a unified soul is the Decuple NFT collections.

With these NFTs, Decuple bestows resources and benefits to their projects and keeps them

operating in balance. By utilizing these NFTs, users can access multiple services the projects

offer.

Decuple NFTs consist of three foremost collections: an armour (or action figure) of

a superhero, a weapon to battle, and a mascot medallion for magic power. All

these categories will gift the owners several services in Decuple businesses.

You can own an NFT and upgrade in all subset establishments to

unlock marvellous features.

Through Decuple, users can access exclusive content, rewards, royalties, dividends,

governance rights, and more via their NFTs. Moreover, they can establish their communities,

socialize with other users on social media platforms, and participate in virtual world

experiences. In addition, users can take advantage of educational content or e-commerce

products offered by credible merchants or educators.
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THE ARCHITECTURE 
OF DECUPLE'S
ECOSYSTEM

The architecture of Decuple is built based on several
main principles. Without them, Decuple will not function
and won't reach their goals.
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To enable communication and data transfer between

Decuple's different subprojects, we have provided the

ability of cross-chain messaging protocols. These

protocols facilitate the seamless exchange of assets and

information across various unified projects.

INTEROPERABLE PROTOCOLS 

AND PLATFORMS

The Decuple's core starts with one main

blockchain network, BNB Chain. We have several

purposes: security scalability, convenience, and

privacy. Consequently many other blockchains

are slated to be added soon.

MULTIPLE BLOCKCHAINS
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Adopting common token and asset standards like

ERC-20 and ERC-721 ( in Ethereum) and BEP-20

(in BNB Chain) ensures that Decuple's assets can

be easily transferred and recognized across

different blockchains. More blockchains are being

added soon.

CROSS-PLATFORM ASSET 

STANDARDS

Decuple uses robust security practices, including

audits, penetration testing, and continuous

monitoring, to protect its ecosystem from

vulnerabilities and attacks.

DATA PRIVACY
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Decuple utilizes Decentralized Finance (DeFi) solutions to

provide financial services and utilities for its users and

their NFTs. DeFi allows users access to a broad spectrum

of financial products and services without intermediaries

or centralized authorities. It will enable users to earn

passive income from their digital assets through staking,

lending, borrowing, or investing.

DEFI-BASED SOLUTIONS

Decuple leverages the IPFS (Interplanetary File System) protocol at its

core to transform content storage and distribution. In Decuple's

architecture, content is added to IPFS using its content-addressing

system, which generates unique cryptographic hashes named CIDs for

each piece of data. This approach ensures the decentralization and

permanence of the project's content, making it resistant to censorship

and single-point failures.

IPFS PROTOCOL
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NFT STAKING & LENDING
Decuple considers an infrastructure for its users to make money through

staking or lending their idle NFTs. We care about our supporters, so we

maximized their gain by some mechanisms.

1. By staking NFTs, you can make passive income from dividends,

discounts and rewards on all our platforms. The detailed procedure

will be discussed.

2. You can also lend your NFTs to people who do not own it but need it

for a purpose. On each platform, non-owners can borrow your specific

NFT to get discounts, waive fees, etc. In this case, you will make money

as the NFT lender.

And there's an exciting option available for holders of other NFT

packages. If you own NFTs besides Decuple's packages, which may be of

low value or unused, you'll soon have the opportunity to bring them to

our platform and stake them for rewards. Here at Decuple, we

appreciate all forms of real art, regardless of their market value.

Don’t worry if you have accumulated scores and rewards within the

Decuple ecosystem and have no immediate use for them. You have the

freedom to transfer your rights to your first-degree relatives or sell them

on our markets to other customers, allowing you to profit from your

holdings.
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DCP token conveys value and entitlement in the ecosystem.

It serves as our utility token and native currency for paying

ecosystem fees. Additionally, it is tradable on open markets

and exchanges. It also serves as the governance token

providing holders with election privileges for platform

development and other functions.

DECUPLE |DCP| TOKEN

Decuple's life direly depends on its community. But this time, the

community is divided into many strong districts. Each platform has

its unique community and set of members and is administered

independently. These communities will connect numerous

categories of people in each enterprise to make a substantial

synergistic space for all professions and service receivers.

This section will be covered in detail.

COMMUNITIES
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HOW WILL DECUPLE 
ALLIANCES 
INVIGORATE THE 
ECOSYSTEM?

Here, we want to go through Decuple's subset businesses
in more detail and clarify the use cases of NFTs in each
platform.
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Free blockchain network transactions and withdrawals;

Less Commission for Traders;

Bounces of future markets;

Periodic Dividends;

Getting a closer seat in airdrop distributions;

Faxen is a cryptocurrency exchange and trading platform with a user-friendly design. Its

mission is to send crypto traders and investors on an exciting Web 3.0 journey by offering a

series of novel financial services and tools.

Faxen introduces the "STAKE TO PAY" concept, which flips the script on conventional

staking. Instead of locking away your assets, you are invited to actively participate in the

network and stake your Decuple NFTs to get rewarded. This approach not only encourages

a sense of ownership and belonging but also brings an element of dynamism to the

exchange. Faxen's philosophy centres on trust, transparency, and inclusivity. It's a

welcoming space where individuals can manage all their assets and finances in one place.

For more information, please refer to: HTTPS://FAXEN.IO

FAXEN

Decuple NFT use cases on Faxen include but are not 
limited to:

By staking Decuple NFTs on the Faxen platform, you will take advantage of several 
excellent and profitable programs:
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Rewards on flight and other transportation bookings;

Discounts on any accommodations and restaurants, from luxury to 

budget-friendly options;

Free local transportation and food services;

Free tour concierge and guidance;

Campifo is a blockchain-based platform offering a wide range of travel and lifestyle

services. It sets itself apart by enabling cryptocurrency payments and the "STAKE TO PAY"

concept. This business covers car and yacht rentals, hotel bookings, flight reservations,

international event planning, and customized tour experiences.

This approach enhances the convenience of your travel and lifestyle planning and

prioritizes your privacy and security through blockchain technology. Campifo's

transparency ensures that you receive fair pricing and reliable services while enjoying the

flexibility and efficiency of cryptocurrency transactions.

For more information, please refer to: HTTPS://CAMPIFO.COM

CAMPIFO

Decuple NFT use cases on Campifo include but are 
not limited to:

By staking Decuple NFTs on Campifo, users will access a wide array of travel-focused 
advantages.
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Rewards on flight and other transportation bookings;

Discounts on any type of accommodations;

Free local transportation and food services;

Free tour concierge and guidance;

Discounts on received medical services;

Medurism is a platform to facilitate and enhance the global healthcare and medical tourism

industry. It aims to connect patients seeking high-quality healthcare and medical treatment

abroad with accredited and affordable service providers. Our customers' medical services

include general surgery, orthopaedics, cardiology, neurology, oncology, cosmetic surgery,

laser eye surgery, and fertility treatments.

On the other hand, Medurism, as its side services, will provide stay and accommodation

facilities such as hotels and rental apartments close to medical centres. Also, you will find it

easy to navigate your medical journey abroad with our medical concierge option. They help

you arrange your travel, schedule medical appointments, and get translation services in your

entire treatment process.

For more information, please refer to: HTTPS://MEDURISM.COM/

MEDURISM

Decuple NFT use cases on Medurism include but are 
not limited to:
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Discounts on purchasing goods;

Free consultations and tips for branding;

Free or discounted advertisements in social media;

Lending your NFT to product buyers or sellers and gain income;

Selling your won prizes to someone else;

Using your NFT as collateral to buy a product and repay the price later;

Being a sales agent for a particular product in your county;

Earning dividends through Brandstaking self-investment in stocks;

Becoming a validator for our stable coin program and earn profits;

Decuple NFT use cases on Brandstaking include but 
are not limited to:

As an e-commerce platform, Brandstaking introduces a blockchain-powered solution for the

digital retailing, wholesaling and branding industry.

Brandstaking tackles issues like ad fraud, offering a reliable solution for advertisers. This

platform streamlines e-commerce transactions, optimizes supply chain management, and

builds consumer trust through transparency, product authenticity, and verification.

Brandstaking enables users to participate in buying and selling products and get marketing

and branding consultations. These unique features allow businesses and individuals to engage

in e-commerce with maximized gain. Individuals, small brands, and even well-established

companies can list their products for sale, set prices, and socialize them in media designed

exclusively for Brandstaking.

For more information, please refer to: HTTPS://BRANDSTAKING.COM/

BRANDSTAKING
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Discount or waiving blockchain network transaction fee;

Getting a closer seat in the whitelisting procedure of projects;

Getting prioritized position in ICOs, IDOs, etc.;

Higher chance of receiving more coins and tokens in the distribution 

process;

Acquiring free coins and tokens according to your NFT level;

Decuple NFT use cases on Opous include but are not 
limited to:

Opous is a blockchain-based launchpad platform where crypto projects can introduce

themselves and seek secure fundraising. This platform provides an inclusive environment

for crypto enthusiasts and budding projects to interact in an audited atmosphere. Users

have the opportunity to participate in a range of capitalization mechanisms like Initial DEX

Offerings (IDO).

By harnessing the power of blockchain technology and smart contracts, Opous ensures

transparency, security, and user control over digital assets. You can freely research the

projects, interact with their social media, and contact the developers' team to get

confident about investing.

For more information, please refer to: HTTPS://OPOUS.IO/

OPOUS
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Virtuence, the mega project of the Decuple ecosystem, aims to invent an

exhaustive virtual world of other Decuple's undertakings. It envisions an

interoperable province of nine projects virtualized in a virtual realty oasis. You can

find all subproject features in Virtuence with a gamified and metaverse style.

Any activities you are involved in Decuple subset organizations, you can virtualize

and promote them in the Virtuence platform. For instance, product buyers and

sellers at Brandstaking can open stores in the Virtuence metaverse market and

continue their businesses. Or you can upgrade your Decuple NFTs, from figure,

weapon or medallion, to a more incredible version and use them to play video

games with Play2Earn (P2E) mechanisms. You can also trade cryptos, book a flight

or hotel and many other things related to Decuple subprojects.

At the core of the Virtuence, there is a DAO-based democratic world. You're invited

to step into an engaging virtual world where you can actively partake in the

decision-making of metaverse, games, etc., vote on proposals, and navigate the

DAO's dynamic ecosystem.

These features add an extra layer of immersion and personalization for Decuple

NFTs, allowing users to interact with each other and showcase their digital assets in

the virtual world, whether it's rare NFT collectables, customized avatars, or special

in-game characters.

For more information, please refer to: HTTPS://VIRTUENCE.IO/

VIRTUENCE
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Employing NFTs as 2D and 3D avatars and playable characters;

Opening a store in the metaverse market;

Playing video games and winning prizes;

Participating in elections and voting;

Purchasing and owning metaverse lands;

Casting votes for projects DAOs;

Booking flights, accommodations, etc.;

Trading and investing in cryptocurrencies;

And more;

Decuple NFT use cases on Virtuence include but are 
not limited to:

And there's an exciting option available for holders of other NFT packages. If you

own NFTs besides Decuple's packages, which may be of low value or unused, you'll

soon have the opportunity to bring them to our platform and stake them for

rewards. Here at Decuple, we appreciate all forms of real art, regardless of their

market value.

Don’t worry if you have accumulated scores and rewards within the Decuple

ecosystem and have no immediate use for them. You have the freedom to transfer

your rights to your first-degree relatives or sell them on our markets to other

customers, allowing you to profit from your holdings.

More mechanisms and rewarding features will be 

added as the projects evolve.33
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OUR VISION

At Decuple, our long-term vision is to pioneer a future where

individuals across the globe experience an elevated quality of life and

a deeper understanding of metaphysical pursuits. We dream of being

at the forefront of innovation and progress in multiple domains. Our

ultimate aim is to achieve a world characterized by enhanced

financial literacy, equitable wealth distribution, rich cultural

exchange, seamless travel and tourism, cutting-edge crypto business

and knowledge, and improved public health. We are committed to

realizing this vision within the next quinquennial. While the magnitude

of our vision can feel daunting, it also ignites a sense of purpose and

excitement, driving us forward.
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OUR MISSIONS

Our dedication to achieving our vision is unwavering. To reach these ambitious
goals, we are committed to several missions:

PROMOTING FINANCIAL LITERACY
We recognize the importance of financial knowledge and commit to
spreading it by offering educational content regularly, including
articles, videos, webinars, and more.

EQUITABLE WEALTH DISTRIBUTION AND 
SOCIAL EQUITY
We are driven to create a prosperous society where wealth and
opportunity are fairly distributed. We are actively working on
comprehensive mega projects that encompass various aspects of
life. By participating in our communities, our users can access a wide
range of financial, healthcare, and tourism services at
unprecedentedly affordable rates. We have also pioneered NFT
monetization mechanisms to benefit our community.

CULTURAL DISPLAY AND EXCHANGE
We enable users to celebrate their cultural heritage, explore new
perspectives, and connect with like-minded individuals through our
Medurism and Campifo programs and events. We highly value our
customers' presence in foreign countries, and we have organized
various social activities to facilitate these connections.

DEVELOPMENT OF HOMEMADE 
BUSINESSES
In addition to offering wholesale opportunities through
Brandstaking, we empower homemade businesses and artisans to
run small enterprises by providing branding and selling guidance.
Through Brandstaking, we have envisioned a platform for small
businesses to flourish and increase domestic income.
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OUR MISSIONS

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPROVEMENT
We are dedicated to exploring blockchain-based solutions to elevate
community health, reduce excessive treatment costs, and upgrade
medical infrastructure. These initiatives result in improved treatment
processes, financial benefits, and other valuable services for our
users.

ENHANCING NFT UTILITY
To create a platform with more value and usefulness for NFTs,
Decuple enables NFTs to be used for various purposes, such as
gaming, social media, education, entertainment, and e-commerce.
This ensures that NFTs are fully utilized and remain in high demand
and liquidity.

MAXIMIZING NFT INCOME
Decuple empowers NFT owners to generate more income by
enabling them to stake and lend their NFTs to unlock various options.
Decuple also allocates dividends from its revenue to all participants
in its platform and projects.

Upgrade Plain NFTs
We are an inclusive ecosystem of blockchain and Web 3.0 that
enables users to upgrade their plain NFTs to astronomical versions of
themselves, unlocking new digital and real-life opportunities. This has
been a long-standing concern of the Decuple team for years.

Our missions are a continuous effort that involves regular tasks such as content creation, project 
planning and execution, community engagement, and technological advancements. Within a year, we 

aim to see substantial progress in the development and implementation of these missions.
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At Decuple our values are the foundation of our actions and decisions. We are deeplyOUR VALUES

INTEGRITY
Upholding the highest ethical standards in everything

we do.

INNOVATION
Constantly seeking new, ground-breaking solutions and

approaches.

DIVERSITY
Embracing and celebrating diverse cultures, ideas, and

perspectives.

FINANCIAL LITERACY
Promoting knowledge and understanding of financial

matters.

SOCIAL EQUITY
Striving for a world where wealth and opportunity are

accessible to all.

COMMUNITY
Fostering a sense of belonging and shared purpose.

SUSTAINABILITY
Committed to sustainable practices for the benefit

of the planet.

QUALITY
Ensuring excellence and quality in all our products

and services.

TRANSPARENCY
Being open and honest in all our interactions.

EMPOWERMENT
Empowering individuals and brands to achieve

their full potential.

INCLUSIVITY
Ensuring that all voices are heard and valued.

passionate about these values, and they guide every conversation, decision, and action we take. We firmly
believe in the power of these values to create a better world and drive us forward.
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OUR NATION



At Decuple, our nation means everything to us. At the heart of our nation, our

communities are lodged. You can come together to interact, share knowledge,

learn, and collaborate.

We take pride in managing and engaging with our users as much as possible. Our

communities are diversified and vibrant. So, we want to make a substantial

synergistic space for all professions and types of service receivers. To achieve

this, we have classified our communities into five distinct families.

OUR NATION
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Our finance family comprises all individuals and companies who play a role in

financial markets. It includes crypto traders, investors, fintech companies, banks,

venture capitalists, start-ups, payment service providers, new crypto projects, etc.

We gathered all individuals and brands related to financial activities and services

of cryptocurrencies and NFTs. These entities use technology to assist customers

financially, often disrupting traditional financial institutions and methods.

FINANCE FAMILY

Current Network Hubs:

HTTPS://FAXEN.IO HTTPS://OPOUS.IO
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HTTPS://CAMPIFO.COM

Our Tourism family has two attendees: travellers and tourists, and several businesses
essential to the tourism industry.

TRAVEL & TOURISM FAMILY

Current Network Hubs:

The Hotels and Resorts: it consists of hotels and resorts of all sizes, from luxury ones
to budget-friendly options. These establishments provide accommodations and services
to their guests to ensure a comfortable and enjoyable stay.

The Airline and Charter Brokers: include commercial and charter brokers who
arrange flights and other local transportation for customers.

The Rental Service Providers: they provide rental services for cars and yachts, or
other vehicles and vessels depending on the visitors preferences.

The Restaurants: include all dining establishments, from casual to fine dining. They
offer a wide range of culinary options and provide a welcoming atmosphere for guests to
enjoy their meals.

Tour Operators: they offer guided tours and activities for travellers, allowing them to
explore and experience their destination to suit all interests and preferences, from
adventure tours to cultural excursions.

We are committed to providing excellent services to all members of our travel & tourism
family, working closely with our community to ensure the best possible experiences for our
customers.
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HTTPS://MEDURISM.COM

The medical tourism family comprises all businesses and facilities offering different
services and treatments in vast parts of the world.

MEDICAL TOURISM FAMILY

Current Network Hubs:

Healthcare Centres:

include all medical facilities that provide services to patients seeking medical
treatments abroad. It encompasses a wide range of specialities, including but not
limited to general surgery, orthopaedics, dentistry, cardiology, neurology, oncology,
laser eye surgery, fertility treatments, and cosmetic surgery.

Accommodations:

This community includes all lodging options for medical tourists, from hotels to private
apartments and rental homes. These accommodations are often located close to the
medical facilities. They are designed to meet the specific needs of medical tourists and
their relatives.

Medical Concierge:

it is designed to help medical tourists navigate their medical journey abroad. This
includes arranging travel, booking accommodation, scheduling medical appointments,
providing translation services, and offering support throughout the medical treatment
process.
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HTTPS://BRANDSTAKING.COM

We aim to provide infrastructure and services to individuals or international companies.
Our goal is to serve retailers, wholesalers, homemade businesses and artisans to get a
store at our online shop and take branding and selling pieces of advice. We have
planned for small businesses to grow and uplift domestic income.

BUSINESS FAMILY

Current Network Hubs:

Brands:

Include all well-known and new-born brands operating in various industries. Whether
these brands are renowned for their high-quality products and services and have a
loyal customer base or newly come to the market, we are committed to helping them
find their rightful place in the market using our innovative infrastructure and services.

Manufacturers:

Include all the businesses that manufacture products and goods. They use various
resources and raw materials to create finished products that consumers and other
companies use.

Handicraft Producers:

This community comprises all the artisans and craftsmen who create unique and
handmade items. These individuals often work independently or in small groups and
produce beautiful, amazing products. We are committed to empowering this
community and helping them grow by providing access to our innovative infrastructure
and beneficial services.
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HTTPS://VIRTUENCE.IO

Entertainment family is a vast community of gamers, artists, designers, metaverse
enthusiasts and activists. We aim to invent an exhaustive virtual world of Decuple's
businesses. So, we envision an interoperable province of nine projects virtualized in a
virtual realty oasis. You can find all subproject features in Virtuence with a gamified and
metaverse style.

ENTERTAINMENT FAMILY

Current Network Hubs:

Gamers:

Include all individuals who enjoy video and metaverse games. We are developing
multiple massive projects of blockbuster games with the Play2Earn (P2E) concept.

Artists:

Artists who want to create and sell their artworks will be present in this community.
They can design and monetize any form of art for gamers and other users to
participate in evolving our platform.

Developers:

developers and other technology experts can join this community to contribute to our
entertainment section growth.

These features add an extra layer of immersion and personalization for Decuple users,
allowing them to interact with the platforms and showcase their enthusiasm and skill.
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THE STRUCTURE OF 
DECUPLE NFTs



It took us months and cost us a fortune to implement infrastructures

and design Decuple NFT collections. A team of experienced designers

and researchers created high-quality and fully detailed NFTs. Each

NFT asset features intricate patterns of the Decuple ecosystem and

represents human civilizations at the same time.

Decuple NFTs are divided into three categories: The Genesis, the

armour (or action figure) and the weapon collections. The Genesis

collection is the number one series that plays a crucial role in

Decuple's Ecosystem. It determines the utility and functionality of the

other NFT series. The other two packages will be released a time after

the Genesis distribution.

THE STRUCTURE OF 
DECUPLE NFTs
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THE GENESIS COLLECTION
The first group of NFTs is a medallion of power and diversity

called Genesis collection. Decuple ecosystem requires this

series to manifest the essence of the project's missions,

visions and values. The owners of Genesis can activate

various features and rewards in any Decuple subprojects by

staking or lending it.

THE ANATOMY AND 
SEMIOTICS
The supreme Genesis medallion is composed of twelve

components, each symbolizing an eminent human trait.
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1. The Mount
The mount supports the whole medallion firmly. It is made of a strong
alloy of gold and steel. It demonstrates the maintenance and
balance of the ecosystem forces. It aims to connect the physical and
digital realms harmoniously.

2. Sphere of Vita
The sphere of vita is made of life power and living creature souls. It
portrays brio and birth. 6. Central Blades

Six blades attached to the gird are made of more purified gold than
the lower parts of NFT. They have an Indus script on them, a corpus
of undeciphered symbols produced by the Indus Valley Civilization,
one of the earliest civilizations on the earth.
The script represents the mystery and innovation of the Decuple
platform, showing Decuple is empowered by blockchain technology.
On the other hand, six blades indicate the equal opportunity and
level of access of diverse societies for Decuple and blockchain users.

3. The Jade
Six pieces of jade with golden veins; This combination depicts the
fact that under unrelenting pressure and hardships, things become
solid and valuable.

4. The Garnet
At the centre of the medallion, a Swiss-cut Garnet is placed. The
Garnet represents the vision and values of Decuple and its
community and the scarcity of NFTs. The Swiss stone cut provides a
modern identity to the aged Garnet. The symmetrical cuts describe
Decuple as a user-oriented project to unite human civilizations.

5. The Golden Gird
The Garnet is encircled by a purer golden gird with elegance and
contrast enhancement. The gird is adorned with motifs from ancient
civilizations, representing rich history and heritage. It also signifies
the remarkable efforts made by Decuple to keep the community
unified. It highlights the importance of circulating the supply within
the ecosystem.

7. The Tarnished Lemniscate
The lemniscate symbol manifests the creativity and infinite source of
income that Decuple will provide its users. It also signifies that every
NFT owner will be a part of Decuple's endless monetization program.
The tarnished layer narrates the history of Decuple's inception and
the challenges and incidents it has overcome.
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8. The Feather Shield
A long feather-like shield mostly made of copper serves as:
1. The boundary between lower impure and upper pure parts of the
NFT;
2. It also protects the feather for good;
3. It symbolizes empowerment, promotion, and advancement of its
upper parts in the medallion and the ability to overcome obstacles,
challenges, and limitations to reach higher levels of excellence and
success. This mentions a Decuple business that exactly does the
same.

9. The Feather
The amethyst feather depicts many aspects of life: science, wisdom,
health and freedom. It conveys rapid growth by pursuing science and
wisdom, improvement of well-being, and freedom to travel
anywhere. It spectacularly represents the missions of Decuple subset
enterprises.
The amethyst colour also indicates the royalty, luxury, and wealth of
Decuple's ecosystem and its users.

10. The Ears of Golden Wheat
The ears of wheat showcase sustenance and universal wealth for all
users. It also shows abundance, prosperity, and excellence in
Decuple. This was inspired by an ancient Egyptian belief that the soul
of wheat caused growth, wealth, abundance, and sustenance. This
time, the gold used in wheat is super pure and more sparkling than
the lower part of the medallion, making it a one-of-a-kind,
attractive asset.

11. The Medallion Wreath
The medallion wreath symbolizes supreme guidance, governance of
the projects, victory and honour of the customers and their
administration over the ecosystem.

12. Sphere of Disquietude
The sphere of disquietude is composed of different colours that
represent the various human emotions and sensations. Human
beings are sources of hope and fear. We at Decuple want to advance
human life quality by considering their complex ideas, feelings, and
anxieties.

13. The Emerald
Emerald emitting a bright light; The green emerald represents the
ultimate goal of Decuple, its achievements and aspirations, the fruit
of hard work and dedication, and a reward for a long, challenging
journey. It's a treasure for those who have discovered and perceived
the dream of Decuple. It reflects the nature of humanity.
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GENESIS TIERS
There are several materials e.g. gemstones, metals, and type variations
of NFT component in the anatomy. Each type comprises a special value
and features conveying unique privileges for its owner through the
ecosystem.

UTILITY LEVEL
It refers to the benefits and rewards NFT holders can receive from
owning a specific type of NFT within the ecosystem of Decuple. The
higher the value, the greater the utility and potential rewards available in
subset projects.

ACCESS LEVEL
NFT holders' are prioritized to receive off-chain information resources, as
well as early access to upcoming releases.
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In the context of NFTs, "Random Treats" refer to unique

and unpredictable attributes or characteristics assigned

to each NFT at the creation time. These attributes include

colour, texture, pattern, and other visual effects.

Random treats add an element of surprise and

excitement to each NFT, making them more desirable and

valuable to collectors. Since each NFT has its own set of

unique traits, no two NFTs are precisely alike. This makes

collecting NFTs even more exciting and engaging, as

collectors can try to acquire NFTs with specific traits or

attempt to collect as many different variations as

possible.

TRANSPARENCY
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TOKENOMICS OF DECUPLE 
CRYPTOCURRENCY

DCP



Native Currency: DCP token is the official currency within the Decuple ecosystem for paying fees and purchasing goods and

services. Using DCP tokens also grants users additional discounts, increasing the demand of the token.

Rewarding Mechanism: DCP tokens serve as an incentivizing mechanism within the Decuple platform, enabling users to

accumulate tokens by engaging in activities such as trading, staking, or participating in community events. This approach encourages and

motivates active participation within the platform.

Governance Right Tool: Through the use of DCP, you can participate in the governance mechanisms and Decuple’s DAO,

allowing you to cast votes for future developments.

Decuple ecosystem employs one BEP-20 token serving specific missions.
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DCP is a BEP-20 token that operates on the BNB Smart Chain and

acts as value and application exchange within the ecosystem.

The DCP allocation is designed in a way that ensures fair and

sustainable distribution and usage of the native token through

the 10 subset businesses each owning a certain proportion of the

ecosystem economy. The token has a fixed total supply of

1,000,000,000, which will be allocated and distributed as follows:

ALLOCATION
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TEAM
A strategic allocation of 10% (100 million DCP) from the total token
supply of 1 billion DCP has been dedicated to Decuple's team. This
allocation will be securely locked and will vest gradually over three years.
Following an initial six-month cliff period, 2.7% of the allocation will be
systematically unlocked each month. This structured approach
underscores our unwavering commitment to the team's long-term
contribution to the project's success.

REWARDS AND COMMUNITY BUILDING 
Decuple's dynamic ecosystem has allocated 5% (50 million DCP) of the
total token supply to incentivize rewards and promote community
engagement. At the Token Generation Event (TGE), 5% of this allocation
will be released, demonstrating our commitment to early supporters.
After a six-month cliff period, the remaining tokens will vest at a rate of
2.57% per month over three years, ensuring sustainable community
growth.

DEVELOPMENT
The project has earmarked 15% (150 million DCP) of the total supply for
the robust development of the platform and its diverse products and
services. This dedicated fund will cover costs associated with research,
design, engineering, testing, auditing, partnerships, and ongoing
maintenance. To ensure long-term commitment and stability, the
development fund will be securely locked, with a structured release plan
unlocking 2.7% each month over three years, following a six-month cliff
period.
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MARKETING
A total of 15% of the token supply (150 million DCP) will be allocated for
marketing and promoting the project's brand, vision, and value proposition. This
budget will cover expenses for advertising, public relations, social media
management, community building, and events. Additionally, a portion of this
fund will compensate advisors for their contributions and encourage their
networks to invest in the project. The marketing fund will be distributed at a rate
of 2.7% per month over three years, following an initial six-month cliff period.

PRIVATE SALES AND SEED ROUND
A significant portion of the total token supply, amounting to 20% (200 million
DCP), has been allocated to participants in the private sales and seed round.
This allocation is crucial for securing early funding and support for the project's
development and growth. The tokens designated for this purpose will undergo a
structured release process over two years, following a 12-month cliff period.
Each month, 4% of the allocated tokens will be unlocked, ensuring a steady and
controlled distribution that aligns with the project's objectives and roadmap.

PUBLIC SALES
A significant portion of the total token supply, amounting to 35% (350 million
DCP), has been designated for public sales through Initial DEX Offering (IDO)
and Initial Exchange Offering (IEO) within several stages. This allocation is
crucial for attracting a broader audience and expanding the project's presence
within the crypto community. During the Token Generation Event (TGE), 14% of
the allocated tokens will be released, demonstrating our commitment to
transparency and inclusivity. Following a six-month cliff period, 12% of the
remaining tokens will be gradually unlocked each month over a three-year
period.
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STORY OF DECUPLE
To immerse yourself in the epic tale of the Decuple Mega Project, explore the following narrative.



S T O R Y  O F  D E C U P L E
Thousands of years ago, in a realm suspended between the earth and the
heavens, a city was built under the gods' command and named Amantis. This
newly constructed land was filled with pure, breathtaking gold and gold mines,
radiating an intelligence that dazzled all who beheld it. Of course, the avaricious
hearts of many were drawn to this city and its lustrous treasure.

Amantis stood upon a foundation of resplendent light, a strange and enchanting
radiance emanating from a chasm in the city's heart, a radiant spring of energy.
The city boasted towering mountains, grand waterfalls, and fertile fields. It had
multiple entrances, each more fantastical than the last. The first was a colossal
staircase that reached from the earth to the heavens. The second entrance
came through the sea, where the waters rode upon clouds to get to the city. The
last entryway was through spaceports, where celestial ships descended.

Amantis was a city steeped in modern science, knowledge, and advanced
technologies, entwined with countless enchantments. The gods were satisfied
with the creation of this city and the riches it brought them. Yet, they never
considered who might enter the city or what might occur within. Among the
beings who entered, goblins toiled in the mines, humans engaged in trade to
bolster the city's prosperity, mountain-dwelling hobbits crafted advanced tools
for extracting and transporting gold, and elves aided in maintaining the city's
security.

However, it didn't take so long for news of Amantis to reach the ears of Panzi, the
lord of a dark and desolate land. One of the goblins working in the mines
conveyed reports about the city and its commercial success to Panzi. This
particular goblin was infatuated with sorcery and supernatural powers. Panzi
promised to teach him magic if he could find a way to get Panzi inside the city.
Panzi was a diminutive figure with a short stature, long arms, and his clothes in
tatters, while his body was anything but ordinary.
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Panzi reached the city gates and was astonished to discover that, despite the
imposing size of the gates, entry and exit to the city were remarkably easy, and
the city itself lacked substantial security measures.

Panzi spent considerable time working with various city inhabitants to earn a
livelihood. Surprisingly, no one ever asked about his name, origins, the strange
and wondrous creature he was, or the peculiar and exotic trade he conducted.

One day, Panzi decided to execute a plan to plunder all the resources of Amantis
and vanish without a trace.

Panzi's land was a dark, corrupt realm known as the haunt of dark sorcerers. In
Panzi's land, only wizards, pirates, and highwaymen resided in a dark, desolate
place devoid of wealth and prosperity.

Panzi commanded the sorcerers to use their powers to set fire to all the withered
trees in the city, transforming them into charcoal. He then ordered the thieves to
coat the charcoal with copper, making it look like golden stones. With cunning
and the magic he possessed, Panzi successfully swapped all the gold in the city's
mines and cellars with charcoal. He used the city's spaceships to carry away all
the gold and other resources.

As Panzi departed, a strange event unfolded. The city's light gradually dimmed,
and no one knew what was happening. This continued for several days until the
light was extinguished. The waterfalls and fountains in the city dried up, and the
plains turned into a desert. Creatures scattered, and the town was left devoid of
inhabitants.
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Among all the beings that had previously entered the city, ten valiant warriors
had not yet left. These warriors possessed unique and hidden powers and were
determined not to abandon the city. Instead, they decided to wait for a while,
work on rebuilding the city, and restore its spirit. They were diverse individuals
skilled in knowledge, warfare, trade, and alchemy. Among them, one stood out as
the most powerful and experienced. His name was Enoch.

Enoch and the nine other warriors decided to visit the gods' ruler, Indra. They
ventured into the grand hall of Indra's palace, but they could not find him despite
their search. Enoch, however, would not allow the other warriors to lose hope. He
immediately assembled the group of ten and named it "Decuple." Enoch
announced to the warriors that they could bring the city back to life with their
own will, knowledge, skills, and benevolence.

The ten warriors gathered around a massive, half-buried table in the city's
crumbling library. They brainstormed ideas to revive the city. Enoch proposed
that they first explore the entire city, searching for hidden places and valuable
remnants of its inhabitants. They wanted to gather what remained of the city
and its people, grabbing those they considered worthwhile. Their plan was to
create an indomitable force, something different from what had previously
sustained the city.

Enoch then began to narrate the history of Amantis, as detailed in the city's most
ancient alchemy book. The story revealed how Amantis was formed and that the
city's spirit was crafted from the remnants of historical beings and precious
gemstones. The warriors were determined to restore all the forces necessary to
resurrect the city. These forces included intellect, universal sustenance,
knowledge, and health; freedom; diversity and societal differences; the balance
of natural forces; life and procreation; resilience; unity and equality; boundless
income; empowerment and support; human emotions and needs; governance
and awareness; and human nature and essence.
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The group managed to acquire more valuable and rare items. They found the
golden wheat seeds, a quill from a phoenix, petals of blue lotus, a lodestone of
Nium, the evergreen Ameretat plant, a tough and precious jade gemstone, a
crystal goblet from the palace hall, a serpent's skull, a horn of Barmaya cow, the
people's tears, the great magician's sceptre, and an emerald gemstone.

They gathered at the city's blacksmith's forge and lit it with the sun's heat and
white magic. They placed each object inside the furnace one by one, and each
warrior, using their magical abilities, imbued the objects with extraordinary
properties. Enoch explained that after creating this powerful enchantment, they
would need to distribute it among the city's most loyal inhabitants. This would
empower them to resurrect and protect the city. These individuals would become
the true custodians of the town, with the authority to share the magic with
whomever they chose.

Enoch declared, "We must have the capacity to enlist 50,000 loyal guardians to
initiate our endeavour in the city." The warriors divided the elixir, the panacea
they had created, into 50,000 tokens, each carrying unique powers and
properties. The allocation of these abilities was not equal; instead, it was
asymmetrical within these tokens to empower the guardians with different sets
of skills. These tokens were named "Genesis" and had four levels: Normal, Rare,
Epic, and Legendary.

With these Genesis medallions, individuals could activate their specific abilities on
their armour and weapons, enabling them to access the city's services. The city's
inhabitants could participate in important decisions, resource allocation, and
trade profits. They could join the city's governance and the distribution of wealth
as long as they held these gems. Alongside their trade profits, they could benefit
from the city's earnings in various domains.

***
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The ten warriors were each assigned a specific district within the city, and they
began their work, leveraging their expertise to develop and secure their regions.
The six supreme beings, Sinara, the warrior of health; Silkar, the warrior of wealth;
Tlalocan, the warrior of commerce; Argosios, the warrior of serenity; Eden, the
warrior of insight; and Enoch, the commander of the warriors, played a pivotal
role in this rejuvenation.

To attract the initial community of loyal citizens, Enoch instructed the celestial
birds to spread the news of the city's reopening across different lands in both the
earthly and heavenly realms, using a divine sound he provided them. This process
occurred in two stages. In the first stage, only those who had previously
expressed an interest in the city's revival and were saddened by its darkened
lights could hear the sound of the celestial birds. The message was delivered in an
ancient language that not everyone could understand.

In the second stage, all those who had heard about the city from friends or
acquaintances and were interested in engaging in its activities, trade, or
becoming Amantis citizens could access the city through registration.

The city of Amantis officially started its activities. Around the town, soldiers
marched, following Enoch's orders to protect the city by eliminating all
communication routes at all three entrances. Enoch, this time, designated only
one path for entering the city. A way that allowed Genesis owners, regular
individuals, and those who wished to receive Amantis citizenship to enter through
the central portal.

Once residents and visitors passed through the portal, they emerged in a grand
harbour where large ships were anchored. Each dock was under the control of a
warrior. Those carrying the Genesis badges could enter the city via a
distinguished entrance without delay.
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Those who just wished for a visit to the city or desired to buy or borrow a Genesis
medallion from their owners had to go through a registration process at the harbour.
They were then identified by the guardian angels and Genesis owners and granted
access to the city with some restrictions. The guardian angels could identify dark
sorcerers, pirates, bandits, Panzi, and his forces, allowing the Genesis bearers to
engage in activities within the city more effectively. With citizens and visitors
entering through the portal and arriving at an excellent harbour with unique access
points oriented to their needs and affiliations, the city came to life.

***

The city of Amantis flourished once more, thanks to its ten guardians' combined
efforts and the Genesis holders' assistance. Each warrior dedicated themselves to
their specialized roles, and the Decuple society introduced the Deco cryptocurrency
to facilitate trade and transactions in the city and its harbours.

The district where Sinara, the warrior of health, resided was a magnificent building
perched atop a hill by the main river, surrounded by towering cedar trees. Thousands
of people visited him daily, seeking his wisdom in healing their ailments. Sinara
directed his patients to specific locations in the city under his watchful eye, where
they could receive specialized treatment. Those possessing Genesis assets enjoyed
priority for treatment and lower service costs.

Silkar, the warrior of wealth, conducted his activities in a grand building adorned
with transparent diamonds. The structure served as a hub for trade and investments.
Silkar and his associates closely monitored all transactions to prevent any mistakes.
Those who possessed the Genesis medallion were entitled to substantial financial
rewards.

The city's inland areas were interspersed with flowing rivers, connected to one
another by several bridges, each district overseen by one of the guardians. In one of
these areas, Argosios reclined on a soft, cloud-like throne. He helped visitors explore
the city's attractions, recreational areas, and landmarks, ensuring that they had the
utmost enjoyment during their visit to Amantis. Travel expenses could be paid using
Deco, and those with Genesis received various financial benefits.
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The city's newfound prosperity was supported by a well-organized infrastructure,
offering specialized services and opportunities for its inhabitants and visitors. The
unique qualities of the Genesis assets allowed citizens to access these services with
ease and reap the rewards of their citizenship in Amantis.

Amantis was a thriving hub of commerce and trade, with various businesses either
already well-established or newly launched. Those wishing to invest or start a new
enterprise often visited Eden, the warrior on his flying horse, for guidance. With the
help of the celestial birds, he disseminated news throughout the city to direct
potential investors and buyers, assisting them in their endeavours.

In the city's heart lay a bustling marketplace, meticulously overseen by Tlalocan, the
warrior of trade. Here, he managed businesses, facilitated transactions, provided
advertisements, and offered specific privileges to selected traders and buyers. He
also monitored the market, resource distribution, and the city's wealth. Holders of
Genesis were given priority in availing themselves of these services.

The city's numerous islands, interconnected by innumerable bridges, led to a
mountainous area where the air was thick with mist. Amidst the heavy fog stood a
grand fortress featuring tall towers and ramparts. The castle had five gates, each
guarded by the Genesis and angelic guardians. Beyond the final gate, a great hall
led to the main palace, where Enoch oversaw daily affairs.

The hall served as a venue for gatherings, essential decision-making processes, and
voting, with Enoch presiding over them. Only the Genesis holders, nobilities, and
select traders with many tokens were allowed to participate. Warriors reported
daily on the status of their governed districts, and Enoch issued instructions
accordingly.
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Enoch also managed the city's day-to-day operations, the protocols for
entering and exiting the city, and communication among the various sectors.
Amantis was meticulously governed, with each district thriving under the
watchful eye of its appointed guardian and guardians, and the entire city was
synchronized in its activities to ensure its prosperity and success.

Amantis was indeed one of the most flourishing cities in the universe. All its
residents, including the initial protectors, enjoyed a plethora of life's amenities.
The city was characterized by loyalty and strong ethics, and it held its initial
supporters in high regard, always prioritizing them in providing services.
Amantis had become a unique and renowned city, with few who hadn't heard
of its name, and it was not a destination one would visit casually. It had
transformed into a global tourism and trade hub, offering numerous benefits
to individuals from various backgrounds and interests.

The city's prosperity and welcoming atmosphere made it an attractive
destination for tourists and traders. Its thriving businesses, well-regulated
marketplace, unique governance structure, and special abilities granted by
the Genesis badges made it a sought-after location for commerce and
cultural exchange. This, in turn, created a prosperous environment that
benefited the city's residents and visitors from distant lands.

***

Amantis had undoubtedly become a land of hope, prosperity, and unity in the
world, building a strong sense of loyalty and community among its citizens and
initial supporters. Its harmonious coexistence and collaboration among
individuals with diverse backgrounds and talents had made it a utopia, setting
an example for the rest of the world.
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